Vocabulary Practice

| alley   | except | invisible | raggedy |

A. Directions: Fill in each blank with the correct word from the box.

1. Rachel wished that she were ____________ when Mrs. Price gave her the sweater.
2. She thought the sweater was ugly and ____________.
3. She wanted to throw the sweater into the ____________ behind the school.
4. If the incident had occurred any day ____________, her birthday, it would have been less upsetting.

B. Directions: On the line next to each word pair, write whether the words are synonyms or antonyms. Synonyms are words with the same or similar meanings. Antonyms are words with opposite meanings.

5. alley – passageway ________________________________
6. obvious – invisible ________________________________
7. raggedy – tattered ________________________________
8. except – but ________________________________

C. Writing Option: Write the description of her day that Rachel might have given to her mother. Use at least three of the words from the box.